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Abstract: Astute homes have reached a widespread popularity since the past decade. IOT, Data analytics, Cloud Computing are key 

technologies for astute homes. Numerous Astute home devices have been created till date. From the perspective of security, user’s privacy 

has been a critical point of study. In several studies, it was analyzed that the classification algorithms have more accuracy in predicting 

privacy issues when combined with clustering algorithms for robustness. In the proposed approach K-means and Decision Tree classifier 

are used to provide the security of the user by detecting the activity of the user and intruder. The approach has achieved 94 % accuracy, 

precision and recall respectively. 

 

Index Terms – Data Analytics, Machine Learning, K-means, Decision Tree Classifier, Smart Homes 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The idea for astute homes started in early 1900s when first independent electric or gas-controlled apparatuses were launched. Till date many 

astute home devices have been developed to ease our life. There are three generations described for astute home technologies [62] are 

wireless technology, artificial intelligence and robotics. Discovery of Internet of Things, Cloud Computing and Data analytics has 

revolutionized astute homes. 

 

A. Internet-Of-Things (IOT) 

An embedded network of smart devices focusing on providing collection and exchange of data wirelessly. IOT empowers today's generation 

like it incorporates smart homes, cloud computing etc. Gartner hype cycle recognize IOT as top emerging technologies [2]. IOT's 

architecture shown below [2]: 

 
Figure 1: IOT's Generic Architecture 

 

This architecture shows different layers like in OSI/TCP-IP model for Internet. Perception layer helps in gathering information. Network 

layer targets CIA. Middleware layer deal with services and low-level layer. Application layer manages application over the response of 

middleware. Business layer deals with user interaction. 

 

B. Cloud Computing  

The word “cloud computing” appeared first time in 1996. It‟s a technology that enables us to access system resources and services from any 

location through internet. Cloud provides many features such as device and location independency, 24 x 7 support, pay as you use, lower 

TCO, reliability, scalability and sustainability, secure storage management, easy and agile deployment, utility-based approach, highly 

automated, freeze internal resources and lower capital expenditure. Factors that make cloud computing as a compelling paradigm are: 

Advancement in processors, Virtualization, Distributed Storage, Automated Management and Broadband Internet Access. Cloud Computing 

has been decomposed into 3 models that are [4]: 

 

1. Public Cloud 

It‟s a global cloud that is generic in nature and is available for any user. This cloud is inexpensive in nature and all the hardware and software 

facilities are provided by the cloud vendor to the user. 
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2. Community Cloud 

A cloud that is specific to any organizational work that is many organization‟s combining together to achieve a common goal. This cloud 

helps in providing a place for companies to share their resources easily. This cloud is also called as Corporate Cloud. The ownership to cloud 

comes into picture when this model is used. 

 

3. Hybrid Cloud 

This cloud is basically a combination of public and community cloud this cloud is used by organizations where an organization wants to 

provides its features to the end users for free and also at the same time to maintain the security and privacy of the data. A figure shows 

different service models that are provided by cloud computing below [5]: 

 

Table 1: Cloud Computing models comparison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Data Analytics 

It‟s a process of inspecting, cleansing, transforming, and modeling the data. It is used for finding information, specific conclusions and 

decision-making data. It has multiple applications in different aspect of fields. Multiple tools have been developed for its purposes. Top 10 

tools are R Programming, Tableau Public, Python, SAS, Apache Spark, Excel Rapid Miner, KNIME, Qlik View, Splunk [64]. 

 

D. Astute Homes 

Also called as smart homes. It‟s a branch of ubiquitous computing. It involves comfort, healthcare, safety, security and energy conservation 

for user. It uses telecommunication and web technologies like Internet to provide remote home control. A figure shown below [63]: 

 

 
Figure 2: Smart home or Astute home Overview 

 

IOT and Cloud Computing are the key technologies that power the Astute Home Automation. Challenges in Astute homes are Consumer 

Behavior, Lack of consumer awareness, High Implementation Costs, Complicated Installation, Data security and privacy, State regulation, 

Reliability and Comfortably, Power Consumption, Networking, Consumer Interaction, Communication. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In previous studies many researches are done for security in astute homes. For instance, [58] created a cascaded algorithm that uses K–

Means and C4.5 in it. The performance analysis for this model was measured by using five measures that are True Positive Rate, False 

Positive Rate, Precision, Accuracy and F–Measures Algorithm gives impressive detection accuracy in the experiment results. In another 

study [30], allocation prediction model based on k-means is developed where k-means clusters all the history location and then the time-

matching method was used to calculate the history location in different time segments. In this way, a prediction trajectory is formed to 

predict object location. Another study [32], suggest a two-stage approach for the activity recognition of a single resident. For verifying the 

model, a set of naive models were used for comparison and tested to recognize set of daily activities. The approach demonstrated the 

superiority in predicting single-resident activities moreover k-means partitioned the set of activity records into two clusters and C4.5 is used 

to generate and train the model for activity recognition [32].  

 

A new algorithm for detecting energy theft was used in a study. The algorithm relies on the predictability of customer‟s normal and 

malicious usage patterns. The algorithm provides a high-performance even with a low-sampling rate which helps to preserve customer‟s 

privacy [33]. Smartphone sensors are used for human activity recognition model. Four activities were considered still, walking, running, and 

vehicle and represented through some feature vectors. K-NN classier is used to recognize the activity performed by the user. Results showed 

the effectiveness of the implementation are in terms of accuracy and efficiency [35]. Another study suggested that better accuracy can be 

maintained while reducing false positives when model is composed of SVMs, decision trees and Naive Bayes.  Firstly, SVM is trained to 

specify if the instance is an attack or normal traffic. Secondly attack traffic is routed through a decision tree for classification. Lastly Naive 

Bayes and the decision tree will then vote on any unclassified attacks [36]. A hybrid approach was created consisting of K-pattern clustering 
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and neural network algorithm based on temporal relations. K-pattern clustering demonstrated its efficiency to group and identify the user‟s 

activities. The hybrid method of K-pattern and ANN is more accurate, extensible and adaptable in a dynamic environment such as an IoT 

network and is useful for smart home applications [40]. Another study uses a technique to detect and to subsequently reduce the 

number of IDS false alarms. A two-stage classification combined of SOM and k - means was developed. System has 

demonstrated its effectiveness in filtering all noisy and unnecessary IDS alerts which has usually contributed to more than 50% 

of false alarms from the common IDSs [42].  

 

A comprehensive evaluation off 19 unsupervised bug detection algorithms on M10 datasets from different application domains 

has been performed for the first time in a study. The datasets have been made publicly available and therefore a foundation for a 

fair and standardized comparison for the community was introduced. Besides supporting the unsupervised bug detection 

research community, the study also suggests that the study and implementation is useful for researchers from neighboring fields 

[49]. In another study [50], a new approach for privacy preserving classification on vertically partitioned datasets in a multi-

party scenario is used. The approach was applied to four standard machine learning datasets and results were observed. The 

findings show that the approach leads to similar classification performance as it would be achieved by applying traditional non-

privacy preserving machine learning algorithms [50]. Present study an approach was performed for providing security in astute 

homes using K-means and decision tree classifier. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 
Figure 3: Showing Activity prediction steps 

 

An approach is used for security in astute homes. This approach is used to detect the Invalid activity. As shown in figure 4, the approach is 

predicting an unknown activity also called as invalid activity after labeling test cluster. The approach consists of five steps preprocessing, 

clustering, model generation, alignment and assigning activity label. Step 1 is preprocessing, in this phase activity record data is extracted 

from the sensor data. Step 2 is clustering, where train and test cluster is extracted from train and test data which are divided in the ratio 

70:30, here K-means is used for clustering. Step 3 is model generation where models are generated using train cluster here decision tree 

classifier is used for model generation. Step 4 is alignment where the test cluster is passed to the model and trained model is aligned with the 

test cluster. Step 5 is important where each aligned test clusters are assigned with the activity labels. K-means and Decision tree classifier are 

available in scikit-learn. The approach is performed on python. For predicting value of K elbow method is used. 

 

A. K-means 

A classic and unsupervised learning algorithm which is used to solve the clustering problem. The procedure follows a simple and easy way 

to cluster a given dataset through a certain number of clusters. First value of k is predicted by elbow method where k is number of clusters. 

After that number of centroids are initialized according to the number of cluster. Final step is a convergence step where firstly euclidian 

distances are calculated for every data point from each centroid and then the data points are assigned to the centroid with minimum euclidian 

distance until all the data points are assigned to the anyone centroid and no more changes happens [30]. 

 

B. Decision tree classifier 

It is used for multi-label classification or binary classification and processes the data based upon a classification criterion described below: 

 

1. Classification Criteria 

If a target is a classification outcome taking on values 0, 1, K-1, for node representing a region with observations, let be the proportion of 

class k observations in node.   

Common measures of impurity are Gini [64]: 
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be the proportion of class k observations in node  

Common measures of impurity are Gini : 

 
 

, Cross-Entropy: 

 
and Misclassification: 

 
where  is the training data in node  

 

C. Elbow Method 

This method is used to find the number of clusters for the K-means. This method consists of n task. First task is defining the range for the 

value of k for example between 1 to 5. After setting ranges it will run a loop within that range and for every time when loop runs it will 

execute the k-means and calculate within sum of squares for each execution it will be second task. In task third will be to plot the set of 

within sum of squares that were calculated for each execution. Fourth task will be to visualize the curve the point where the line tends to bent 

or curve is the exact value for k. Example shown below figure 4:  

 
Figure 4: Showing curve for elbow method 

 

From figure 4 it can infer that when k is 2 and the first point of curve can be seen therefore the chosen for the approach will be 2. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Dataset HH102 was taken from [32]. The features in the dataset are date, time, sensor name, and sensor value and activity name. After 

preprocessing and reconstructing the extracted features are start hour, end hour, duration (in minutes) and activity label that are included in 

newly dataset called as activity record. Activity record data consist of 22 activities in which the 21 activities are valid whereas 1 activity was 

invalid Bathe, Bed toilet transition, Cook, Dress, Eat, Enter home, Entertain guests, Groom, Hygiene, Leave home, Morning meds, Read, 

Relax, Sleep, Sleep out of bed, Take medicine, Toilet, Wash dishes, Watch TV, Work, Work at table are valid activities. Laptop Use is 

invalid activity. 

 

 
Figure 5: Showing data set sample 
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Figure 5 shows data set sample lookup. The features start, end defines the start and ending of activity are in hours whereas the duration 

shows for how long activity is being performed and is in minutes, activity defines the labels for activity.  

      
                                 Figure 6: Showing Correlation of features               Figure 7: Showing feature importance after classification 

 

Figure 6 shows the correlation between different features in the activity record data, it can be seen that all the features are properly correlated 

to itself. From figure 7 it can be seen that the duration has higher importance than other features after clustering.  

 

    
                                Figure 8: Showing training score                                            Figure 9: Confusion Matrix 

 

Figure 8 shows the training score is very high at the beginning and is constant and the cross-validation score is very low at the beginning and 

increases which means that the more classifier trained the better result will be achieved and also size of data is also an important aspect. 

Figure 9 shows confuse matrix in diagonal elements predicts the number of activities that are being predicted correctly for example, the 

invalid activity Laptop Use is encode as label 9 which can be seen in the figure that has been predicted 88 times correctly.  

 
Figure 10: Showing classification report of used classifier 
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Figure 10 is a classification report of the decision tree classifier in which precision, recall and f1-score of each activity is represented 

properly for example it can be infer that activity „bathe‟ is predicted more often whereas „work_at_table‟ is predicted less.  

 
Figure 11: Showing Classifier Accuracy Comparison 

 

Figure 11 shows that the accuracy of decision tree classifier is more than other classifiers. List of classifiers compared are KNN, SVC, 

Decision Tree Classifier, Random Forest Classifier, Ada Boosting Classifier, Gradient Boosting Classifier, Gaussian NB, Multinomial NB, 

Bernoulli NB and Linear Discriminant Analysis encoded as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. The accuracy of the classifier achieved is 94% 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

It can be seen that Decision Tree Classifier having more accuracy than other classifiers. In detecting the invalid activity with 94 % accuracy, 

precision and recall respectively. It can also be seen that the approach is generic hence this approach can also be applied in other field for 

other applications for example terrorist analysis attack [31] or helping elderly people for carefree living [32]. The data set used is for single 

resident. In future the work will be extended to multi-resident dataset. 
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